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THE SUPPLY OP ma AGRICULTDRAL SCIENTISTS 1-7-86
BT U.S. I.AND--GRANT UNIVERSITIES: 1920-1979
By Wallace E. Hnffman
Introdactlon
The production of scientists by U.S. universities has become a major
Industry during the second half of the 20th Century (Harmon; NSF 1983;
Syverson). Furthermore, It has become clear that well-trained and motivated
scientists are the source of most new Ideas leading to advances in science and
technology that are the driving force behind modern economic growth (Kuznets
1972, 1977). The land-grant universities are the primary, although not exclu
sive, source of trained scientists for U.S. agriculture. Most of the new agri
cultural scientists receive doctorates from departments that are closely
affiliated with the agricultural experiment stations. A significant number of
the graduate students in these departments receive station funded research
assistantships, which are a major source of student income. The assistantshlp
also provides graduate students with an opportunity to learn valuable research
skills while working under the direction of a professor.
The objective of this study is to present a quantitative summary of the
Ph.D. output and major characteristics of Ph.D. recipients in science fields
closely associated with agriculture and home economics of U.S. land-grant
universities. Much of the analyses starts in 1920, when National Academy of
Sciences and National Research Council records on earned doctorates begin, and
covers the sixty-year period up to 1979. Only 274 doctoral degrees were awarded
in these fields by the land-grant universities during 1920-24, but the number
Increased to 8,958 degrees awarded during 1970-74. Since the early 1970s, the
Forthcoming as a chapter in The Agricultural Scientific Enterprise; A
System in Transition. Lawrence Busch and William Lacy, eds., Westvlew Press
(a proceedings from a symposium, Lexington, KY., March 4-6, 1985).
total number of degrees awarded per year has declined. Although data are avail
able on characteristics of Ph.D. recipients for only relatively recent years,
they show some significant changes in the sex and citizenship composition of
recipients.
This paper has the following organization; Section I presents the analysis
of Ph.D. production. After a brief summary of total doctoral degrees produced by
all universities, the details of Ph.D. production by land-grant universities in
fields of science associated with agriculture and home economics are presented.
Section II summarizes some of the important characteristics of Ph.D. recipients;
sex, citizenship, and postdoctoral plans. The final section contains the conclu
sions.
THE PRODUCTION OF DOCTORATE DEGREES
All Fields
The doctoral degree is the highest recognized level of educational training.
The skills associated with doctorates in the sciences are different from other
areas. The Doctor of Philosophy, a research degree, is awarded in the sciences
to signify excellence in the mastery of an appropriate body of scientific knowl
edge and in skills to perform research through application of the scientific
method. Doctorates awarded in the humanities signify mastery of a body of knowl
edge having primarily cultural character. Doctorates awarded in education and
the professions (medicine, law, dentistry, etc.) signify mastery of a body of
knowledge and skills appropriate for practicing a particular profession. These
latter two doctorates are nonresearch degrees.
Historically, the first doctoral degree was conferred by Yale University in
1861, and currently more than 300 universities are granting doctoral degrees. In
120 years, about 765,000 doctorates have been awarded by U.S. institutions in all
fields (sciences, engineering, humanities, education, professions). About-
63 percent of these doctorates have been awarded In science and engineering
fields, and 72 percent have been awarded during the last eighteen years, 1965-82.
The leading universities In total number of doct.oral degrees awarded have changed
over time from the Ivy League private universities to the large state univer
sities, I.e., University of California-Berkeley, University of Wisconsin, Univer
sity of Illlnols-Urbana, the University of Michigan.
Fields Associated vlth Agriculture and Home Economics
In this study, nineteen science fields associated with agricultural and home
economics are considered (see Table 1). Most of the fields are In agricultural
sciences. Other fields are basic science fields that are generally administered
by departments outside the colleges of agriculture; e.g., biochemistry, genetics,
plant and animal physiology. These basic science fields are the mother science
for the biological science component of agricultural and home economics research.
Home economics fields are aggregated Into two categories, nutrition and(or)
dietetics and other home economics.^
In fields associated with agriculture and home economics, eight of the land-
grant universities founded under the 1862 Land Grant Act—University of
California-Berkeley, University of Illlnols-Urbana, Iowa State University,
University of Maryland, University of Minnesota, Rutgers University, Cornell
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University, and the University of Wisconsin—awarded Ph.D. degrees in 1920 (see
Table 2). Fifty years later, all fifty-one of the land—grant universities were
awarding Ph.D. degrees In one or more of these twenty fields. The long-term
compound average growth rate in number of Ph.D. degrees awarded by land-grant
*^^^v®^sltles in the 19 fields associated with agriculture and home economics Is
6.9 percent (1920-79). Over the 6Q-year period, 1920-79, these fifty-one land-
grant universities awarded more than 39,093 Ph.D. degrees In these fields.
Sixty-two percent of these degrees were awarded during the last fifteen years of
the period, 1965-79.
Figure 1 shows the pattern over time of Ph.D. degrees awarded by the fifty-
one land-grant unversitles for field groups: (1) total over all nineteen fields,
(2) over thirteen fields (excludes six basic science fields), (3) in applied
agricultural production science fields (field group I Includes: agronocQr, soils
and soil sciences, horticulture, animal husbandry, animal science and nutrition,
veterinary medicine, agricultural engineering, and general and other agriculture,
and (4) in basic science fields for agriculture (field group II Includes: food
and agricultural chemistry, biochemistry, animal physiology, plant physiology,
plant and animal physiology, and genetics).
The total number of Ph.D. degrees awarded in the nineteen field group grew
rapidly in the early ten-year period 1920-29, but the Great Depression of 1929-33
slowed this growth rate, and World War II caused a sharp reversal starting in
1942. The number of Ph.D. degrees awarded in 1946 was only 44 percent of the
prewar 1940 number. The end of World War II, however, brought large enrollments
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of war veterans in colleges because of favorable G»I. Bill educational benefits.
The number of Ph.D. degrees awarded in 1950-54 was 2.7 times larger than the
previous high for any preceding five-year period. The growth in total number of
Ph.D. degrees awarded in these nineteen fields slowed temporarily in 1955, turned
sharply negative in 1958, and continued at a slower average annual rate of 7.1
percent from the period 1950-71. The total number of Ph.D. degrees awarded In
these nineteen fields peaked In 1971 and declined slightly thereafter.
Except for the periods 1928-32 and 1977-79, the number and growth In numbers
of Ph.D. degrees awarded in applied agricultural production sciences (I) and
basic sciences for agriculture (II) are similar (Figure 1). The growth rate of
new Ph.D.*s awarded in applied agricultural production sciences was somewhat less
affected by both the Great Depression and entry into World War II of the United
States compared with the growth rate for new Ph.D. degrees awarded in basic
sciences for agriculture.
Some other trends» which are not included in Figure 1, are as follows. The
plant maintenance field, consisting of entomology and phytopathology (plant
pathology), awarded larger numbers of Ph.D. degrees than the applied field of
agronomy (including soils and soil sciences) up to 1950, and the annual numbers
for Ph.D. degrees awarded in'both these fields have followed a similar growth
pattern after that date. Very few Ph.D. degrees were awarded in the applied
animal production field (animal husbandry, animal science, animal nutrition, and
veterinary medicine) before 1946, but the increase was at about a 20 percent
annual rate for the period 1944-55, the rate was negative during 1953-60, and the
number of Ph.D.*s awarded in this field group peaked in 1974. The growth pattern
for the food, nutrition, and economics field group is quite irregular. Some of
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the sharp changes are due to either adding or dropping field classifications.
The Instltatlonal Distribution
A large share of the Ph.D. degrees awarded in fields associated with agri
culture and home economics is concentrated in the top 20 percent of the
doctorate-granting land-grant universities. For the sixty-year period, 1920-79,
58 percent of all Ph.D.*s awarded in the nineteen fields associated with agricul
ture and home economics by land-grant universities were awarded by the top ten
Ph.D. producing universities. For the last fifteen years (1965-79), the share of
Ph.D.'s awarded by the top ten universities is only slightly lower (49 percent)
(see Table 2), For the sixty—year period, 1920-79 and the most recent fifteen-
year period, the University of Wisconsin is the leading producer of Ph.D.
degrees In the nineteen fields associated with agriculture and home economics,
with 3,624 and 1,622 degrees awarded, respectively. For the sixty-year period,
Cornell University, University of Minnesota, University of Illinois, and Michigan
State University, respectively, are the second-through-fifth leading producers of
Ph.D. degrees. For the later period 1965-79, Michigan State moves up to second,
Cornell University drops to third. University of Illinois remains fourth, and
Purdue University rises to fifth.^ These same universities rank high in total
Ph.D.'s awarded In all academic fields*
The relative number of Ph.D. degrees awarded In the nineteen fields
associated with agriculture and home economics to the total number of Ph.D.
degrees awarded In all academic fields varies widely across land-grant univer
sities. For the University of California-Berkeley, Ohio State University, and
the University of Illinois, Ph.D. degrees awarded in the nineteen fields
associated with agriculture and home economics are a small share (6,5% - 13%) of
total academic Ph.D.'s awarded In the flfty-flve-year period 1920-74. The
University of California-Davis is an exception, with 50 percent of total Ph.D.
degrees awarded during this period being in the nineteen fields associated with
agriculture and home economics. For Cornell University, University of Minnesota,
Michigan State University, and Purdue University, the share is 17-24 percent.
The Geographical Distribution
Because much of agricultural research, especially crops research, is loca
tion specific (Ruttan, Ch. 7) and Ph.D. research frequently focuses on issues of
local importance. It is useful to consider the geographic distribution of Ph.D.
degrees awarded. This study groups states by the tenn USDA-ERS farm production
regions (see Figure 2).
The production of Ph.D. degrees in fields associated with agriculture and
home economics Is concentrated geographically In the mldwestern states. The Corn
Belt region Is the leading producer of Ph.D. degrees In the 19 fields associated
with agriculture and home economics for the sixty-year period 1920-79 with over
9,000 Ph.D. degrees awarded, and for the latest fifteen-year period 1965-79, with
more than 5,000 Ph.D.'s awarded. The Lake States are second. Northeast (due
largely to Cornell's Ph.D. output) Is third, and the Pacific region is fourth
(see Table 3). The Appalachian region. Southern Plains, Mountain, Northern
Plains, Southeast, and the Delta States are regions that produce relatively few
Ph.D. degrees.
The Institutional Distribution by Field Groups
The list of land-grant universities leading in the production of Ph.D.
degrees by field group changes over time. For total Ph.D. degrees awarded in the
nineteen fields associated with agriculture and home economics, Cornell Univer
sity is first, and the University of Wisconsin is second for all five-year inter
vals between 1920-49.^ The University of Minnesota is third, and Iowa State and
the University of California-Berkeley alternate as the fourth and fifth place
universities for each of the intervals, 1925-49. For each five-year interval,
1950-79, the University of Wisconsin is the leading producer of total Ph.D.
degrees in the nineteen fields associated with agriculture and home economics.
In second place are Cornell University for the period 1950-64, University of
Xllinbis during 1956-69, and Michigan State University for the 1970-79 period.
The University of California-Berkeley and Iowa State drop from the list of top-
five Ph.D.-producing universities in the 1960-79 period and are replaced by
Michigan State University and Purdue University.
In applied agricultural production sciences (field group I), Cornell Univer
sity is the leader, and the University of Wisconsin is second for each five-year
interval, 1920-54; then the leadership alternates. The University of Wisconsin
is first, 1955-59 and 1965-69; Michigan State University is first, 1960-64; the
University of Illinois is first, 1970-74; and Cornell University is first, 1975-
79. Iowa State ranks consistently in the top five, except for 1930-34 and 1975-
79, and Michigan State reaches the top during the last thirty years. Texas A&M
University and Purdue University are ranked in the top five for field group I for
the first time in 1975-79.
The set of land-grant universities leading in the production of Ph.D.
degrees in basic sciences for agriculture (field group II) has been quite stable
over the period 1920-79. During 1920-1954, the top-six universities are the
University of Wisconsin, University of Minnesota, University of California-
Berkeley, Cornell University, University of Illinois, and Iowa State University.
Cornell University and Iowa State are replaced in the later periods by the
University of California-Davis and Purdue University. The leaders are, Cornell,
1920-24; University of Minnesota, 1925-34; University of Wisconsin, 1935-74; and
University of California-Davis, 1975-79.
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF PH.D. RECIPIENTS
Three characteristics of Ph.D. recipients are focused upon in this section.
They are the sex and citizenship composition of individuals receiving Ph.D.
degrees. The third characteristic is the post-Ph.D. plans of Ph.D. recipients.
Sex
The total number of women receiving Ph.D. degrees in seventeen fields
associated with agriculture and home economics for which data are available has
been increasing since 1960. In the 1960-64 period, 413 women and 5,159 men
received Ph.D. degrees in these fields or 7.4 percent of the recipients were
female (see Table 3). In contrast, in 1975-79 period, 1,913 women received Ph.D.
degrees in these fields, a 4.6-fold Increase over the 1960-64 period. In 1975-
79, women received 16.0 percent of the 11,981 Ph.D. degrees awarded in these
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fields, and in 1980-82, women received 22.3 percent of the Ph.D. degrees awarded
in these seventeen fields. Thus, there is strong evidence that the share of
Ph.D. degrees in these fields going to women has been Increasing quite
dramatically over the past twenty-two years.
The share of Ph.D. degrees awarded to women differs across fields over time.
In the five-year Interval 1960-64, only eighteen Ph.D. degrees were awarded to
women in the applied agricultural production field group (I) or less than 1
percent of all degrees in this group, and twenty-four Ph.D. degrees were awarded
in the agricultural production maintenance field group or 2.1 percent of the
total. The largest number (364) and largest share (13.7%) of total degrees
awarded to women in a field group were awarded in the basic science for agricul-.
ture group (II) during this early period.
During 1975-79, women received 4.2 percent of the degrees awarded in the
applied agricultural production field group, but they received 8.4 percent and
23.5 percent, respectively, of the Ph.D. degrees awarded in the agricultural-
production-maintenance field group and the basic science for agriculture group,
respectively. In more recent data for 1980-82, women received less than 10
percent of the degrees awarded in agricultural engineering, agronomy and soils,
agricultural economics, and forestry. In contrast, women received 62 percent of
the Ph.D. degrees awarded in the field of human nutrition and(or) dietetics,
which is the major home economics field.
Citizenship
The proportion of all academic Ph.D. degrees awarded by U.S. Ph.D.-granting •
institutions to individuals who are not U.S. citizens has increased steadily over
time. The National Research Council started collecting data on citizenship of
doctoral degree recipients in 1960. Earlier data on foreign origins of Ph.D.
recipients can be derived from an analysis of baccalaureate origins of Ph.D.
recipients. These data show a long-term upward trend in the number of Ph.D.
recipients who earned their bachelor's degrees abroad, being 7-9 of the doctorate
total percent until the 1960*s, then the trend is sharply upward (Harmon 1978,
p. 47). For 1970-74, 20.5. percent of all U.S. Ph.D. recipients in the sciences
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were not U.S. citizens. The proportion of foreign-origin Ph.D. recipients varies
by field, being highest in agricultural sciences and engineering.
In the nineteen fields associated with agriculture and home economics, the
proportion of Ph.D.*s awarded to non-U.S. citizens has increased from 21.8
percent in 1960-64 to 25.2 percent in 1975-79, and the number of Ph.D. degrees
awarded to non-U.S. citizens increased from 961 to 2,017 over the saine period
(see Table 4).^ For 1960-64, agricultural and food chemistry and genetics had
the largest share of Ph.D. recipients being non-U.S. citizens, 39 percent and 31
percent, respectively. In 1975-79, agricultural engineering, agronomy (including
soils and soil sciences), and agricultural economics were leading with more than
38 percent of the Ph.D.*s awarded in these fields being to non-U.S. citizens.
Although the number of Ph.D. degrees awarded in most fields associated with
agriculture and home economics peaked in the 1970-74 period, the decline that
occurred during 1975-79 would have been much larger if the foreign share had not
been rising. Attracting foreign graduate students has helped maintain the size
of many U.S. graduate programs in the face of a declining demand for Ph.D.
g
training by U.S. citizens. Non-U.S. citizens generally bring their own finan
cial aid when they enroll in U.S. Ph.D. programs, but given that university
tuition rates do not cover the marginal cost of training large numbers of
students, the states seem to be providing a sizable amount of aid to foreign
countries in the form of Ph.D. training of non-U.S. citizens. Furthermore, in
some fields, immigrant Ph.D. recipients may become an important source of U.S'.
science manpower.
Po8t-Ph.D> Activity
Historically, more than 50 percent of U.S. citizen new Ph.D. -recipients have
taken immediate post-Ph.D. employment in colleges and universities where they can
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combine research and teaching. However, during the late 1960*s and 1970*s, an
increasing share of new Ph.D. recipients continued their research training beyond
the Ph.D. degree through postdoctoral study. For Ph.D. recipients in the
sciences, the percentage choosing postdoctoral study Increased from 14 percent in
1960-64 (Harmon 1978, p. 78) to 42 percent in 1978-82 (NSF 1983, p. 100-2).
Postdoctoral study historically was restricted to a few outstanding scholars or
scientists. As a rule, the objective was to obtain research experience under the
guidance of a professor recognized for his (her) research achievements and
ability to communicate knowledge, technique, or approach to scholars and
scientists. However, when the academic labor market became depressed during the
late 1960*s, Ph.D. recipients In some fields were in excess supply for available
assistant professor positions. This reduced the opportunity cost of additional
training. An increasing number of Ph.D. recipients chose the next best available
university position, postdoctoral study, as a way to raise their probability of
obtaining an assistant professorship in the future.
For fields associated with agriculture and home economics, data on four
different post—Ph.D. activities of U.S. citizens are reported* postdoctoral
study and employment in an educational institution, government, or other
(business, nonprofit organization, and other). During 1960-64, 47 percent of the
new Ph.D. recipients in the fields associated with agriculture and home economics
(52 percent excluding recipients in biochemistry and genetics) chose employment
in educational institutions. Fields with the highest rates of educational sector
employment are: home economics, 81 percent; agricultural engineering, 79
percent; veterinary medicine, 65 percent; and horticulture, 64 percent. Fields
with low educational-sector employment of new Ph.D.'s are biochemistry, 28
percent; and agricultural and food chemistry, 32 percent. In 1960-64, an average
of only 14 percent of all Ph.D. recipients In fields associated with agriculture
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and home economics (9 percent, excluding biochemistry and genetics) chose post
doctoral study as an Immediate po8t*-Fh.D« activity* Fields In which postdoctoral
study Is relatively frequent are: biochemistry, 38 percent; animal physiology,
27 percent; and genetics, 21 percent.
During 1960-64, government-sector employment was the choice of 14 percent
of all Ph.D. recipients, and other employment was the choice of 12 percent. Two
Ph.D. fields, forestry and fish and wildlife, have 36 percent of their Ph.D.
recipients accepting employment In the government sector. Fields that had a
relatively high frequency of other employment were agricultural and food
chemistry (39 percent), agriculture (general and other, 25 percent), and
biochemistry (23 percent).
In the fields associated with agriculture and home economics, new Ph.D.
recipients during 1975-79 had significantly lower employment rates In the educa
tional sector and higher rates of postdoctoral study than new doctorates of 1960-
64. For all fields combined, the proportion of recipients taking employment In
educational Institutions decreased to 40 percent (47 percent excluding biochem
istry and genetics). The share taking postdoctoral study Increased to 32 percent
(21 percent excluding biochemistry and genetics). For Ph.D. recipients in 1975-
79, postdoctoral study was the Immediate post-Ph.D. activity for more than half
of the recipients In biochemistry (81 percent), animal physiology (67 percent),
genetics (62 percent), and plant physiology (52 percent). Educational institu
tions continued to employ at least a majority of new Ph.D. recipients in home
economics (87 percent), horticulture (67 percent), agricultural engineering (65
percent), forestry (54 percent), animal husbandry, animal science and nutrition
(53 percent), agricultural economics (54 percent), fish and wildlife (52
percent), and nutrition or dietetics (50 percent).
In almost all fields, the share of Ph.D. recipients employed by the
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government declined from 1960-65 to 1975-79. Agricultural economics, which has
29 percent of Ph.D. recipients during 1975-79 being employed by the government
seems to be an exception. Although data are not available for 1960-65, the share
of new doctorates in agricultural economics during 1970-74 taking employment in
the government sector was 23 percent. Among Ph.D. recipients receiving degrees
during 1975-79, the proportion taking "other" employment from the fields of
agronomy (Including soils and soil sciences), horticulture, plant physiology, and
agricultural engineering more than doubled over the 1960-65 level, but the
proportion from biochemistry and genetics choosing the other category dropped by
more than 50 percent.
The data on post-Ph.D. plans of non-U.S. citizens start in 1970, so less
information is available on their activities. Initial employment in an educa
tional Institution is considerably lower and in the government sector is
considerably higher for non-U.S. citizens than for U.S. citizens. For doctorates
during 1975—79, about 39 percent obtained employment in educational institutions
in the United States or abroad, 25 percent chose postdoctoral study, and 22
percent chose government sector employment. Post-doctoral study, which is one
method for non-U.S. citizens to prolong their stay in the United States, does not
seem to be at an unusually high rate.
SDMMARY AND COHCLDSIONS
The Doctor of Philosophy degree is the highest recognized level of training
for scientists. It signifies excellence in mastery of an appropriate body of
scientific knowledge and skills to perform research. Well-trained and motivated
scientists are the source of most new Ideas leading to advances In science and
technology.
This study has focused on the production of scientists in nineteen fields of
science associated with agriculture and home economics. These fields cover
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applied agricultural sciences; basic agricultural sciences; production mainte
nance sciences; and food, nutrition, and economic sciences* The main findings
are:
1» The fifty-one land-grant universities produced 39,000 Ph.D. degrees In
these nineteen fields over the sixty-year period 1920 to 1979. Sixty-two percent
of these degrees were awarded during the last fifteen years of this period.
However, the number of Ph.D. degrees awarded per year peaked in 1971 and has
trended downward since then.
2. A large share of the Ph.D. degrees awarded in fields associated with
agriculture and home economics is concentrated in the top 20 percent of the
granting institutions. Over time, this concentration has, however, declined in
all fields. The University of Wisconsin-Madison awarded the largest number of
degrees in the nineteen fields of science for the sixty-year period 1920-1979 and
for the latest fifteen years. Cornell University ranks second for both these
time periods.
3. The production of Ph.D. degrees in these nineteen fields and in most of
the individual fields is concentrated geographically in the Midwestern states.
In the ten USDA agricultural production regions, the Corn Belt states are the
leading grantors of Ph.D. degrees in these fields for the sixty—year period and
for the last fifteen years. The Lake states are second, the Northeast is third,
and the Pacific Region is fourth.
Three characteristics of Ph.D. recipients were focused upon in this study:
sex, citizenship, and postdoctoral activity. Additional findings are:
1. The total number of women receiving Ph.D. degrees In fields associated
with agriculture and hone economics has been increasing since 1960 and perhaps
longer. Only 413 Ph.D. degrees were awarded to women in these fields during
1960-64, or 8.0 percent of the total Ph.D. degrees awarded. In the 1975-79
period, women received 16.0 percent of the 11,981 degrees awarded-
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2. The share of total Ph.D. degrees awarded to women Is significantly lower
in the applied agricultural science fields than in the basic agricultural science
fields.
3. The proportion of Ph.D. degrees awarded to non-U.S. citizen recipients
has increased steadily since 1960. In several fields, noncltlzens receive 40
percent or more of the Ph.D. degrees awarded*
4. The share of American-citizen recipients in the nineteen fields obtain
ing Immediate post-Ph.D. employment in educational institutions has been declin
ing since 1960, and the share pursuing postdoctoral study has been increasing.
In the period 1975-79, postdoctoral study was the primary post-Ph.D. activity of
recipients in biochemistry (81 percent), animal physiology (67 percent), genetics
(62 percent), and plant physiology (52 percent). For seventeen fields (excludes
biochemistry and genetics), the proportion of doctorate recipients obtaining a
job in an educational institution declined from 52 percent in 1960-64 to 40
percent in 1975-79.
5. In almost all fields, the share of Ph.D. recipients employed by govern
ment (federal, state, or local) declined between 1960—64 and 1975—79. Agricul
tural economics is the only field in which new Ph.D. recipients are reversing
this trend.
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FOOTNOTES
*Professor of Economlca, Iowa State University, Helpful comments were
obtained on an earlier draft of this paper from T* Paul Schultz, Robert Evenson,
Vernon Ruttan, Roland Robinson and Larry Busch. Stephanie Itercler provided
research assistance. Funding was obtained from the USDA» Cooperative States
Research Service, and the Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station.
Journal Paper No. J-12071 of the Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment
Station, Ames, Iowa. Project No. 2516.
^The number of Ph.D. specialities in fields related to agriculture and home
economics for the NRC-NSF surveys changes over time. I, however, use the number
of nineteen fields throughout the paper to refer to the "complete" set of
specialities. Although colleges of home economics receive a small share of the
research funds allocated by agricultural and home economics experiment stations,
Ph.D. degrees In home economics are Included In this study for completeness.
2
The 1890 land-grant colleges and universities are not Included in this
study. They did not award any Ph.D. degrees.
3
A total of 14.4 percent of World War II veterans obtained some college
level training that was paid for by the G.I. Bill, and 706,821 graduate degrees
have been awarded to G.I. Bill beneficiaries (1945-82).
4
Exactly where Ph.D. degrees awarded in agricultural economics are recorded
before 1969 is unclear. Some were undoubtedly reported as being in economics.
Others may have been counted in the field called "other agriculture". We do know
that they are included under some category of National Research Council's field
classification scheme. Also, Ph.D. recipients at Iowa State University and North
Carolina State University can obtain their degree in either economics or agri
cultural economics.
17
^ote that the University of California-Davis awarded its first Ph.D.-degree
in 1949. This is much later than for any of the other major Ph.D. granting
universities.
^As one means of condensing the annual data on earned degrees, five-year
aggregates were formed. Much of the discussion uses these five-year aggregates
rather than annual data.
^The increase in the share of Ph.D. degrees awarded to non-U.S. citizens may
have been larger than these numbers suggest. Citizenship data were missing for
only 2.0 percent of these doctorates in 1960-64, but it increased to 5.3 percent
during 1975-79.
g
Several studies have shown that the expected rate of return on a college
degree, including advanced degrees, have declined dramatically in the 19708
compared with the 1960s (Freeman, Ch. 4).
9
Data collection on employment plans of Ph.D. recipients started in 1960.
18
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TABLE 16.1 Number of Ph.D. Degrees Awarded in Fields Associated with Agriculture and
Home Economics by 51 Land Grant Institutions in Selected Five-Year Intervals
1920- 1924 1950- 1954 ' 1975 -1979
No. of No. of No. of
insti insti insti
tutions tutions / tutions
Science fields
No. of awarding No. of awarding No. of awarding
degrees degrees degrees degrees degrees degrees
Agronomy, inc. 42 8 527 27 1,115 47
soils & soil
sciences
Horticulture 14 5 240 19 339 36
Forestry 1 17 5 306 25
Entomology 41 8 308 21 735 43
Phytopathology 48 7 171 18 428 41
Physiology—plant 14 4 184 40
Physiology—plant 37 10 206 18 _
and animal
Animal husbandry» 13 5 333 23 717 44
animal science
and nutrition^
Veterinary medicine 1 1 25 8 152 17
Physiology--animal - - 2 2 601 46
TABLE 16.1 (continued)
1920- 1924 1950-•1954 1975--1979
No. of No. Of No. of
insti insti insti
tutions tutions tutions
Science fields
No. of awarding No. of awarding No. of awarding
degrees degrees degrees degrees ' degrees degrees
Agric. engineering 1 1 28 5 235 28
Agric. economics - - - 761 38
Food sci. and tech.^ - 510 30
Agric. and food chem. 14 7 67 7 42 14
Fish and wildlife > - 13 6 225 28
General agriculture 7 4 117 16 388 38
and other
Nutrition and (or) 2 2 152 16 283 34
dietetics "
(Other) home economics - - 35 9 269 18
Biochemistry 28 8 425 25 1,041 49
Genetics 24 4 162 14 373 38
Totals 273 2,842 8,734
In fiscal year 1962, "Physiology" was broken into "Animal Physiology" and "Plant
Physiology."
"Animal Science" was added in fiscal year 1973. Field change to "Animal Science and
Nutrition" in fiscal year 1977.
^Added as a field in fiscal year 1969.
Nutrition" (human) dropped as a field in fiscal year 1960. "Nutrition and/or Dietetics"
added as a field in fiscal year 1976. •
Source: National Science Foundation. Survey of Earned Doctorates, 1983; Harmon, 1978.
TABLE 16.2 Top Fifteen Land Grant Universities by Number of Ph.D.
Degrees Awarded in Nineteen Fields Associated with
Agriculture and Home Economics, 1920-1979
Year Number of .
first Ph.D. degrees awarded
Year Ph.D.
University founded awarded 1920-1979 1965-1979
University of Wisconsin- 1836 1920® 3,624 (9.3) 1,622 (6.7)
Madison a
Cornell University 1865 1920^ 3,154 (8.1) 1,350 (5.6)
University of Minnesota 1851 1920^ 2,392 (6.1) 1,052 (4.4)
University of Illinois- 1867 1920 2,339 (6.0) 1,314 (5.4)
Urbana
Michigan State University 1855 1927^ 2,148 (5.5) 1,465 (6.1)
Iowa State University 1885 1920^ 2,104 (5.4) 983 (4.1)
Purdue University 1865 1930 1,835 (4.7) 1,204 (5.0)
University of California- 1868 1920® 1,806 (4.6) 812 (3.4)
Berkeley
Ohio State University 1870 1921 1,760 (4.5) 907 (3.8)
University of California- 1908 1949 1,458 (3.7) 1,112 (4.6)
Davis
Texas A&M University 1876 1940a 1,157 (3.0) 876 (3.6)
Rutgers University 1766 1920 1,042 (2.7) 497 (2.1)
University of Missouri 1839 1920® 1,022 (2.6) 660 (2.7)
Oregon State University 1868 1935 1,010 (2.6) 695 (2.9)
North Carolina State 1887 1947 986 (2.5) 743 (3.1)
University
Total All Land Grant Universities 39,095 24,137
(100.0) (100.0)
^he first year for which data are available is 1920,
^he numbers in parentheses are the percentage of all degrees awarded
by land grant universities in fields associated with agriculture and
home economics.
Source: National Science Foundation—National Research Council, Survey
of Earned Doctorates, various years.
TABLE 16.3. Number of Ph.D. Degrees Awarded in Nineteen
Fields Associated with Agriculture and Home
Economics by USDA Farm Production Regions,
1920-1979 and 1965-1979.
Number of
Ph.D. degrees awarded
Regions 1920-1979 1965-1979
Corn Belt 9,060 5,068
University of Illinois 2,339 1,314
Iowa State University 2,104 983
Purdue University 1,835 1,204
Ohio State University 1,760 907
University of Missouri 1.022 660
Lake States 8,164 4,139
University of Wisconsin 3,624 1,622
University of Minnesota 2,392 1,052
Michigan State University 2,148 1,465
Northeast 6,930 3,602
Cornell University 3,154 1,350
Rutgers University 1,042 497
Penn. State University 971 579
University of Maryland 745 404
University of Massachusetts 493 309
University of Connecticut 178 149
University of Vermont 80 74
University of New Hampshire 72 60
University of Rhode Island 69 64
University of Delaware 68 58
University of Maine 58 58
Pacific 4,894 3,034
University of Calif.-Berk. 1,806 812
University of Calif.-Davis 1,458 1,112
Oregon State University 1,010 695
Washington State University 620 415
Appalachian 2,402 1,996
North Carolina State Univ. 986 743
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 446 403
University of Tennessee 435 384
University of Kentucky 315 291
West Virginia University • 220 175
Southern Plains 1,769 1,358
Texas ASM University 1,157 876
Oklahoma State University 612 482
TABLE 16.3 (continued)
Number of
Ph.D. degrees awarded
Regions 1920-1979 1965-1979
Mountain 1,679 1,493
Colorado State University 488 468
University of Arizona 420 372
Utah State University 325 248
University of Wyoming 163 139
University of Idaho 135 133
Montana State University 114 99
New Mexico State University 28 28
University of Nevada 6 6
Northern Plains 1,534 1,184
Kansas State University 707 512
University of Nebraska 540 410
North Dakota State University 182 176
South Dakota State University 105 86
Southeast 1,449 1,263
University of Florida 631 505
University of Georgia 415 391
Auburn University 267 238
Clemson University 136 129
Delta States 907 716
Louisiana State University 557 396
Mississippi State University 274 251
University of Arkansas 76 69
Others 307 284
University of Alaska 18 18
University of Hawaii ,289 266
Overall Total 39,095 24,137
Source: National Science Foundation—National Research
Council, Survey of Earned Doctorates, various years.
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TABLE 16.5 Total Number of Ph.D. Degrees Awarded In Nineteen Fields
Associated with Agriculture and Home Economics and the
Proportion of Degrees Awarded to Non-U.S. Citizens with
a Temporary Visa ®
1960-1964 1975-1979
Total Per Total
giving Total cent giving Total Per
citi for-. for citi- for cent
Field zenship^ eign eign zenship eign foreign
Agronomy, inc. soils 698 186 26.6 997 409 41.0
and soil sciences
Horticulture 231 61 26.4 298 92 30.9
Forestry 65 5 7.6 289 66 22.8
Entomology 432 97 22.4 635 127 20.0
Phytopathology 379 111 29.3 398 112 28.0
Physiology—plant^ 96 26 27.1 176 45 25.6
Physiology—plant 157 18 11.5 - - •
and animal
Animal husbandry*^ 562 79 14.0 629 166 26.4
Animal sci. and
nutrition
Veterinary medicine 96 25 26.0 136 • 51 37.5
Physiology—animal 160 12 . 7.5 561 47 8.4
Agricultural engineering 95 19 20.0 226 98 43.4
Agricultural economics - - 691 267 38.6
Food science and — - 487 156 32.0
technology
Agriculture and 158 62 39.2 36 8 22.2
food chemistry
Fish and wildlife 63 7 11.1 246 20 8.1
General and other 112 28 25.0 354 125 35.3
agriculture
Nutrition and/or 23 6 26.1 265 52 19.6
dieteticsf
(Other) home economics 93 18 19.4 254 17 6.7
Subtotal (3,420) (760) (22.2) (6,669) (1,858) (27.9)
Biochemistry 689 111 16.1 977 90 9.2
Genetics 291 90 31.0 346 69 19.9
Total 4,400 961 21.8 7,992 2,017 25.2
For these fields, data were missing on the citizenship of 89 and 486
recipients in 1960-1964 and 1975-1979. respectively.
"Foreign is defined as a Ph.D. recipient of a U.S. university who has
a temporary visa.
^ In FY 1962, "physiology" was broken up into "animal physiology" and
"plant physiology."
0 "Animal science" added as a field in FY 1973. Field changed to
"animal science and nutrition" in fiscal year 1977.
1Added as a field in FY 1969.
^"Nutrition" dropped as afield in FY 1960. "Nutrition and/or
dietetics" added as a field in FY 1976.
Source: National Science Foundation--National Research Council,
burvey of Earned Doctorates, various years.
